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Leveraging English - Outline

• Demand for English in HE

• Trends – over there, over here 

• Challenges & Challengers

• Leverage English for long-term growth 

• In-market support – MoE, EMI, OL, IELTS

• In-UK support – linguistic & intercultural upskilling

• New funding



English – not just a criterion for entry, 

but an opportunity for 

recruitment, reputation & growth
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1- Demand is 

high

• 1500+ million learners of English globally

• ca. 0.5 million come to UK for HE each year

• ca. 0.5 million come to UK for English only each 

year 

• “More than 1m students from 175 countries study in 

the USA, with over 100,000 on short-term intensive 

ELT programmes” EnglishUSA

• Ca.15m teachers of English globally – ca. 250,000 

language school teachers, or 1.6% of global 

profession

ELT demand still high



The impact of English scholarships on lives....

Alvaro Uribe, President of Colombia

My experience as the winner of the Simon Bolivar scholarship was 

excellent. I used it as a Senior Associate member of Saint Anthony’s 

College in Oxford University. I was able to advance my 

knowledge of the world, Latin America and my understanding of my 

own country.

I simply could not have had this experience without a knowledge of 

the English language. I am permanently grateful to the UK.



English economically important in UK

ELT Working Group:

• Department of Industry & Trade (DIT) meetings

• Government support for export drive

• Aim to increase UK ELT export earnings from inbound students 

and export sales of products & services, including HE

• Aim to share opportunities for ELT export work – students, 

consulting, teacher training, publishing, capacity-building

• Regular opportunity briefing in partnership with EnglishUK, British 

Council and sector representatives
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English economically important abroad

• GDP enhancement

• Individual earnings uplift

• Global knowledge access

• Global research engagement
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Salary Gap

The average salary gap of 

someone who can speak English 

vs. someone who does not is 

approximately 20%

Adequately Educated Workforce

•Over 50% of companies interviewed said that their workforce was 

required to speak English

•30% of students in higher education aim to continue their studies 

abroad, especially in English-speaking countries, such as the UK, US 

and Australia



Why are they learning English in UK?
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Issues:

Academic levels

English levels

Funding

Visas & post-study work

Destination preference

Culture, learning styles 

Why isn’t everyone studying in UK?

FOUR: Studying in the UK will help you develop excellent 

language skills. The English language is of crucial importance in 

today’s global business arena. (Most UK universities offer language 

support to international students but institutions have their own 

criteria for the level of English that students need to master.) 

The PIE Review, Ten Reasons to Study in UK



UK experience valued (post-refern.)
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British Council 2017



2
Challenges

&

Challengers

Challenges

• Other English-speaking destinations

• EMI destinations (UAE, India, Phillipines)

• Other languages of instruction – French, 

German, Spanish, Russian,  Mandarin

But what we must really build together in this 

regard is an agenda of conquest or reconquest 

for the French language. Emmanuel Macron, Oct.2018

Our first duty is to move up a gear in our support for 

learning the language, for transforming the language and for 

the ambition we must harbour.

There will be more than 700 million people able to 

communicate in French by the middle of this century. And if 

we can handle it together, there will be many more. Under 

these circumstances, the French-speaking world will be a 

force in globalization, and we must use every tool to that 

end. Emmanuel Macron, Oct.2018



FMI - the rise of French
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Linguistic soft power

Alliance Francaise

• 1100 branches across 136 countries

• 822 schools across 132 countries

• 482,000 students, 3.3 million audience

• Non-profit with subsidy from French govt.

Institut Francais

• 143 branches (+ 13 research centres)

British Council

• 109 countries

• 80 schools in 

49 countries, 

300,000 learners

• 2 million exams
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Goethe: 

159 institutes in 

98 countries, 

272,000 learners, 

510,000 exams

Cervantes:

87 centres, 

44 countries



Peru

Need to gain market share

Turkey

Vietnam
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Standards 

low

Global English 

standards are low



English proficiency issues
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Sadly, there is no denying that many 

of today’s high school or even college 

graduates have difficulty in expressing 

their thoughts clearly and logically in 

English.  Philippines Inquirer.net

Thus, it is arguable that proficiency in 

English is one of the greatest 

opportunities that the Nigerian education 

system ought to provide children with. 

However, this is not the case as too many 

students, upon completion of secondary 

school in grade 12, lack the required skills 

and competencies in the English 

Language Olayide Tikolo, Harvard

Both India and Pakistan have large 

groups of English speaking adults, 

thanks to the British legacy. But 

despite the emphasis on English in 

most schools and the official status 

enjoyed by the language, these two 

countries have attained only 

moderate proficiency overall.  The 

Hindu
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Challenges in some state systems 

Learners:

• Classes of 35-50

• Insufficient class hours - eg 2-3 x 40mins

• Lack of English exposure outside school

• Multiple choice exams

• Low outcomes at 18

Uni:

• Students graduate with low language 

skills, unprepared for post-grad study

• Graduates unprepared for international 

company work

Teachers:

• Over-theoretical PRESETT

• Lecturers/professors unprepared for EMI

• Teachers underpaid & demotivated18



IELTS standards
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4 - Policy 

trends

Language policy –

ministry targets/standards

Learners:

• Reaching min. B1 at 18

• Reaching min. B2 at BA graduation

Teachers:

• Entering teacher training with min. B2 level

• Leaving teacher training with min. C1 level

Society:

• A bilingual workforce who can compete 

internationally

• Globally-oriented, multilingual citizens 

who gain access to the world’s knowledge, 

employment and business opportunities



Policy trends

Language policy issues

• Ministry of Education reform ambitions

• ‘Going bilingual’

• Large-scale teacher upskilling

• EYE programmes

• Content-linkage CBI/CLIL

• ESP/EAP expansion

• EMI expansion

• MTB-MLE approaches

Digital disruption &  adaptivity

• Personalisation

• Adaptive learning/testing

• Auto-marking research



Language policy deficits

We can change: 

• Policy

• Curriculum

• Entry exams

• Teacher certification

• Learning materials

• Exit exams

• Methodology

• Technology

• Social status
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Reflection
What do you think is the most important 

way for us to build a larger market share 

for the UK in HE?

How can we improve the learner 

experience so they will go home 

delighted and eternally loyal to UK?

How are you planning to maintain or 

increase the number of foreign students 

willing, qualified  and eligible to apply to 

your HEI?
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Leverage 

English 

Leverage English to help 

recruitment

• Improve Access to English – support the next 

billion

• Improve Quality of English – work with Ministries

• Upskill Teachers of English

• Train teachers/faculty in EMI competences

• Provide in-country EAP skills/tests preparation

• Increase funding access – lobby UK.gov for more 

scholarships

• Upgrade Learner Experience (LX) in UK –

language, culture & skills

Use ELT support as leverage & brand profiling



English as a competitive advantage

• Use English as a pre-sales 

incentive and reason to 

select the university

• Build brand recognition 

through local English 

partnerships

• Build profile through 

generous local support 

for English skills

• Build reputation for better 

UK support & learner 

experience
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Improve access - the next billion

“By increasing women’s participation in the 

economy and enhancing their efficiency and 

productivity, we can have a dramatic impact on 

the competitiveness and growth of our 

economies.”

Hillary Clinton @ Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation



Improve Quality– work with Ministries

• Work with MOE to 

improve secondary 

pedagogy & exit levels

• Share costs with BC to 

improve local 

curriculum & teacher 

training

• Consortium to improve 

secondary EMI - as a 

feed to UK undergrad., 

and undergrad. EMI, as 

a feed to UK postgrad.

• ‘English for Under-

served’ projects

Curriculum

Classroom 
design

Learning 
materials

Assessment 

Pedagogy

Technology 
integration



Ministry consultancy (paid/donated)

Curriculum

• Do local needs 

analysis

• Use the British 

Council inventory 

as basis 

• Match to local 

language policy

• Tailor-make 

curriculum goals & 

sequence

• Develop detailed 

schemes of work
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Assessment

• Baseline

• Diagnostic

• Placement

• Proficiency

• School graduation

• Preparation 

courses

• Train own staff to 

write low stakes 

assessments

• Offer tailor-made 

(low stakes only)

Teacher 

training

• PRESETT

• INSETT

• Language 

upskilling

• CPD

• Teacher 

resource bank 

(OER)



English Teacher upskilling

British Council

• CiSELT

• CiPELT

Cambridge English

• CELT-P

• CELT-S

• ICELT

Less relevant:

• Masters, CELTA, DELTA, TKT
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Teacher language upskilling



EMI competences upgrade 

Modules

1 Language for lectures

2 Language for seminars

3 Language for small groups and practical 

sessions

4 Language for tutorials and supervision

5 Language for online communication

6 Language for evaluation and feedback

7 Language for developing & extending 

professional roles

8 Language for professional responsibilities
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English

support 

in-country

Via school:

• EAP/EMI skills for secondary teachers & local faculty

• EAP courses for students, via local partners 

Online:

• Online IELTS test prep & practice tests (eg with GEL)

• Online language improvement – adapt GE to EAP

• Online EMI for teachers – partner with BC/Cambridge

Pre-arrival:

• Online 360 video / AR  to prep for university experience

• VR version of recruitment interview

• VR version of registration, typical class, seminar 

interaction etc

Raise profile via English support
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English

support in 

UK

Help non-ELT faculty recognise potential issues:

• Silence in seminars

• ‘Rehearsed’ spoken answers, read out from script

• Poor pronunciation / listening skills

• Stress & intonation errors

• Spelling errors

• Grammatical errors

• Cultural inappropriacy (eg politeness, space, directness, 

passivity….)

Provide staff training in intercultural awareness

Provide staff training in pedagogy conflicts – UK vs 

regurgitative pedagogy

Provide more pre/in-sessional training on critical thinking, self-

presentation skills, communication skills, EAP skills, academic 

writing, academic speaking….

Require pre/in-sessional training and assess it; students have 

to test out of it

ELT support approaches



EAP support
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Academic speaking skills
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Inter-

culture

A better UK experience



Intercultural theory for faculty



Intercultural behaviours
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Peach Coconut

Extroverted with strangers Reserved, needs time to warm up to strangers

Open & curious Private & public life are strictly separated

Makes “friends’’ quickly Social distance determined by profession, social 

role, status, age

Talks openly in public Close, very intimate sharing of experiences with 

friends



Intercultural language - Turn-taking  

Trompenaars, F. Riding the waves of Culture



Intercultural language – real meanings

38

The Anglo-Dutch translation guide
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English 

bursaries

Improve funding for English

Competitors:

US English Access provides ca. 

10,000 places per year for English 

development, on top of regular 

Fulbright programmes

Introduce:

UK English Bursaries

3 months IELTS prep. in-country 

costs £1k, delivers 3 years’ 

overseas tuition income in UK of 

ca. £45-50k 

Cost of 10,000 bursaries = 

£10m

DFID budget = £14bn

10,000 IELTS scholarships 

= £10m or 0.7% of DFID 

budget



Take Aways – an ELT leverage strategy

IMPROVE access to English in potential markets1

2

3

5

EXTEND ELT support pre/post arrival & make it a selling point

LEVERAGE UK ELT expertise to upskill overseas teachers and create 

potential clients

FOCUS more on student needs for intercultural awareness, spoken 

competence, phonology & broader communication skills

ENHANCE the UK character of the learning & lived experience: make 

more visible the added value of being in the UK
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Thank you!

Comments:

michael@highdale.org

If you would like a copy 

of the presentation:

www.michaelcarrier.com

Digital Language Learning & 

Teaching

www.amazon.co.uk


